Introduction
The atdvent of practical parallel processors has caused a reexamination of many existing algorithms with'the hope of discovering a parallel implementation. One of the oldest and best know algorithms is Euclid's algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor (GCD). In this paper we present a parallel algorithm to compute the GCD of two integers.
Although there have been results in the parallel computation of the GCD 9f polynomials (Borodin, von zur Gathen, and Hopcroft (1983)), the integer case still appeared to be inherently serial. To our knowledge, the best result to date for computing the GCD of two integers is by Brent and Kung (1983) , who achieve a running time of O(n) with n processors arranged in a systolic array, where n is the number of bits required to represent the larger of the two inpnt numbers. Although their method is an improvement on the best know serial integer GCD algorithm O(n log2 n log log n) by Schonhage (1971) , it still requires n iterations; the parallelism only reduces the bit operations per iteration.
In this paper we present a subline? time parallel algorithm to compute the integer GCD of two numbers on a weak CRCW model of parallel computation allowb g concurrent reads but only concurrent writes of the same value. The time bound is O(n log log n/ log n) assume there are n210g2n processors working in parallel. This is computed assuming unit time for each elementary hit operation.
There is a nice duality &eorem that we mention in passing. Note that the GCD(a,b) equals both (i) the 
Instead of performing a full divasaon of A by B, we only divide the most signzficant 2k bats of A by the most szgnaficant k bzts of B . We wash to find the gcd of two numbers that are about the same magnitude as B and so do not need to do a full division.
Assume #B + (logn)' < #A.
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Given a and b that are both at least log2n bits, this procedure returns two new values for a and b whose sum of significant bits is at least logn less than it was upon entry. The transjormations to a and b are recorded in the matrix T . The variable 1 records the difference in magnitude between a and b, and n is part of the input of the program. The second leinnia gives the detaiis of our application of the pigeon hole principle to reduce the nuinber of bits during <an iteration. The subsequent two leinrnas are concerned with the functioning of procedures DoAnIteration and DoAPhase. The proof consists of two parts. In the first part we show that for each p whose absolute value is less than or equal to 2, there exists a q whose absolute vahe is less than or equal to n, such that 0 5 pa -qb < b. In the second part, we show that by the pigeon hole principle, some pair of values (p,a -qlb, p,a -q,b) must be close. 
is the desired combination.
The bulk of the algorithm is performed by DoAnIteration. In analyzing both the overall running time of the dgorithm and its Correctness we nctcd t o estimate how much smaller a and b are after each call af DoAnlteration as well as how larger the entries of T are. Let #l' equal the inaxininin nuniber of bits in any entry of T. We next state some properties of the functioning of the procedure Do AnItcration.
Lemma 3. Each call of DoAnIteration when a 2 b and a > n will (2) decrease the sum of their magnitudes, i.e. #a + #b, by at leasi logn -0(1) and (ii) increase the sum #T+#a+#b by at most O(1).
Proof: Note that if C and D axe integers then # ( C D ) 5 #C + # D and if they are 2 x 2 matrices then # ( C D ) 5
We divide the proof into two case's depending on whether line (3) or line (5) of DoAnIteration is implemented in this call. Suppose it is line (3) which is implemented, then the decrease in #a -t # b will be
which gives (i). Since T will be multipllied by a matrix whose largest entry in absolute value is q we can conclude that #TneW 5 #T + #q + O(1). Thus, #T increases by dt most # q + Q(1) while #a + +b decreases by at least #q + O(1). This gives (iz) in tlie case when line (3) is implemented.
Suppose, instead, that line (5) is implemented. By Lemma 2, line (5) will find a p a -qb that satisfies (i) and where p and q and no more than logn bits and so (ii) is satisfied.
We next consider procedure DoAPhase. By the previous Lemma 3, when line (12) in procedure DoAPhase is implemented, we know that 1. it will call DoAnIteration at most logn+0(1) times, 2. the entries in T are small, i.e.
#T 5 log2 n, 3. 2nd the sum of the bits in a and b has decreased by almost log2 n bits, i.e.
We are now ready to state as leinilin the following
Analysis of Running Time
We now show that the algorithm requires parallel time O(nloglogn/logn). It is clear that the repeat loop of the main program is executed at most n,! log2 n times, since each iteration removes at least log2 n bits from the ii~vnrinnt for procedure DoAPhase. . (; ) = (;I:-) +$).
Since #T 5 log2 n and #a', #b' = m -s , we have that
Thus, a' and b' only affect the lower half, log2 n + 1 bits, cf the most significant 2 log2 n bits of A and B. In order to finish the proof we need to show that
where, In, = maz(#a,,,, Zog2n) ma = maz (#b,,,,log2n Case anew 5 log2 n: since # a = 2 log2 n, we get:
using the fact that #b 2 mb, 2 log2 nO(l0g n).
Case b,,, 5 log2 n: Similar to previous case.
Case #anew and #b,,, 2 log2n: Thus the maximums in equation (**) can be replaced with #anew and #bnew reducing equation (**) to equation (*). sum of the bits in A and B (Lemma 4). We must show that each execution of the repeat loop takes no more than O(1og n log log n) parallel time. This is donc by starting with the analysis of the innermost operations of DoAnIteration and then working our way out. The proofs of ihe following lemmas also indicate where the parallelism is needed.
We first review some of the known results for integer arithmetic operations performed in parallel. Integer addition of two n bit numbers can be performed in O(log n) time using n processors (Ladner and Fischer [SO] ). Integer multiplication also requires only O(log n) parallei time with n log log n processors (Schonhage and Strassen [71] ). Integer division appears to be a harder problem, requiring O(1og n(1og log n ) 2 ) time with a polynomial number of processors (Reif [83] ). In fact, faster circuits exist for integer division requiring O(log n log* n) depth but are for nonuniform circuits and are not applicable in our situation. In fact, we do not need such fancy parallel division algorithms, we just require an O(log2 n) using n2 processors.
At many points in the algorithm, it is required to choose a value or a pair of values from a set that satisfy a certain condition. It is easy to see that with enough processors, a!! the values in the set can be tested in parallel, however, in our weak model of payallel processing, simultaneous writes are allowed provided that all the processors write the same value. Thus if the set contains O(n) items and many of the elements may satisfy some desired condition, O(1ogn) time may be required to choose any one such element. Fortunately, if there are n2 processors then this selection processes can be done in the time it takes for a comparison as follows.
Briefly, the maximum of n can be chosen with n2 processors by recording the results of all pairwise comparisons in a matrix: M(i,j] is set to true if ai > aj or if (ai = a3 and i > j ) . The row containing all true's conesponds to the maximum element. Since there will be only one such row, this row can be identified in constant time. In our gcd algorithm, we wish to select one of a set of elements in constant time. If a value satisfies ocr requirement, we tag it with a 1 otherwise with a 0. An element can then be chosen in con&ut time since the C O~~~~~ will take only constant time (if U, = a3 then the processor 'knows' if i > j ) . (Frieze and Rudolph [84] Sive a parallel algorithm that iniplements such a selection in constant time, with a high probability, with only n processors.) Lemma 5. Each call to f'rocednre DoAdteration can be executed iii O(!og log n) parallel timc using n2 log2 n processors.
Proof. We assume that the two integcrs, a , b, contain at most 2 log2 n bits. Computing 1 is therefore easy to do in parallel with only logn processors and using only O(1og log n) time by forming a tree with the bits of a and b as the leaves of the tree.
Line (2) is accomplished by a multiplication of two numbers of no more than 2 log2 n bits, thus requiring no more t h w O(log1ogn) time. Lines (3) or (5) can also be done in this time bound by assigning log2n processors to each of the at most n2 equations "pa -q6" in the case when line (5) is executed and to each of the n equations " a -bq" in the other case. The multiplication requires at most O(log2n) processors and can be computed in IcgaritEmic time in the number of bits and thus take O(1og log n) time. Only one (p, q ) pair is need; however, there may be many such pairs. For each p there will be only one q that satisfies the condition that pa -qb < b and thus there are at most only O(n) pairs to choose from.
Th:: selection can be done in constant time by the above outiine with n2 processors.
Lines (6) and (7) can be computed in O(1oglogn) time since the entries in the matrices are no more than O(log2n) bits. L e m m a 6. Procedure LongDivide can be executed in O(1ogn) time using no more than O(n) processors.
Proof. We show that each line can be executed within the required time bounds:
Line (1) can easily be computed using a binary fan-in tree and n processors in O(1og n) time.
Lines (2) and (3) take constant time to identify the appropriate bits.
Line (4), the division of a 2k bit number by a k bit nuntber can be done within log2 k time with k processors.
Line (5) is simply a multiplication of a IC bit number by .an 71 bit number and this takes no more than O(1ogn) parallel time with n processors. The subtraction is also done within this time bound. m L e m m a 7. An execution of the procedure DoAPhase requires parallel time O(1og n log log n) using n2 log2 n processors.
Proof. This procedure may invoke the procedure DoAnIteration or the procednre LongDivide and thus dapends on the previous two lemmas. In a similar maEner aa explained in the previous proofs line (2) requires only O(1og n) time using n processors.
Ely Lemma 3 it is clear that procedure DoAnIteration is not called mor.? than logn time.
Elxecuting line (11) is also within the time bound since A and B have at most n bits each and the entries of T each are at most log2 n and thus the multiplication takes at most O(1og n) parallel time using n processors. a Theorem 1. The GCD of two integers, each representable in a t most n bits requires parallel time O(n log log n/ log n) using n2 log2 n processors.
Proof. The time bound follows from the previocs lenimas provided we can remove the common small factors in O ( n / log n) parallel time. All small primes, i.e. le7s than n, can be identiEed quickly as follo~vs: For each p 5 n assign n log n processors t o check that no number up to & divides p. After all the small primes have been identified, all their powers, pa for i _< n, are computed in parallel.
Finally, for each power for each prime, p i , we check to see if p; is a factor. For each j the maximum i is then chosen as described above.
Since we can identify all small prime factors of an n bit number in O(log2 n) time, the theoreim follows.
Conclusion
To siim~narize, the two salient features (of the algorithm are: the observation based on the pigeon hole principle that we can easily find <an integer combination of the two integers A and B which has fewer bits than n and the idea of working in phases so as to perform arithmetics on n bit integers only once every phase, the more frequent operations being performed on O(log2 n') bit integers. It appears that yet another approach is needed if the gcd is to be computed in poly-log parallel time.
